
✓ Elevator ✓ Shower ✓ Internet ✓ Bathtub

Spectacular 2 Bedroom Cannes Rental Apartment near the
Palais des Festivals

Reference number: CANA023011

Features

Bedrooms 2 Single beds 4

Bathrooms 2 Double beds 0

Toilets 2 Sofa beds 0

Surface 85 m2 Rating ★★★★ 

Amenities

Description

This gorgeous Cannes executive apartment for rent is located just 5-minutes walking distance
from the Palais des Festivals. Situated in arguably the most attractive Cannes district, Le Suquet,
the Cannes group accommodation is right next to the old port where all the luxury yachts are
moored. Get ready to be seduced by the mythical places when you take a stroll in this oldest
Cannes neighbourhood. The interior decorations feature very subdued tones that impart a very
elegant look to the place. Natural sunlight illuminates every corner of this splendid Cannes rental
apartment. The living room includes a 6 person dining table with stunning old port views through
the windows. You will enjoy the warm wooden floors with tasteful shades exhibiting a mixture of
classical and modern furnishings that make the apartment even more stunning. The charming
stone wall next to the sectional leather couch represents an extraordinary aesthetic effect. The
separate fully-fitted kitchen comes with plenty of storage space. Both the bedrooms are provided
with 2 single beds each which can be joined together to make double beds if required. The crisp
and clear bedrooms carry minimalist furniture and make the perfect place for you to rest and relax
after a long day of meetings and conferences. The all-white colours of the sleeping room bring in
the feeling of peace and serenity. The event apartment comes with 2 spacious bathrooms, both of
which are spacious and decorated with matching blue and white tiles. One of the bathrooms is
fitted with a bathtub while the other consists of a glass-enclosed standing shower. 
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